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Abstract
While much attention has been focused on the force-generating mechanisms
responsible for shaping developing embryos, less is known about the ways in
which cells in animal tissues respond to mechanical stimuli. Forces will arise
within a tissue as the result of processes such as local cell death, growth and
division, but they can also be an indirect consequence of morphogenetic
movements in neighbouring tissues or be imposed from the outside, for example,
by gravity. If not dealt with, the accumulation of stress and the resulting tissue
deformation can pose a threat to tissue integrity and structure. Here we follow the
time-course of events by which cells and tissues return to their preferred state
following a mechanical perturbation. In doing so, we discuss the spectrum of
biological and physical mechanisms known to underlie mechanical homeostasis
in animal tissues.
The precarious affair of morphogenesis
Cells live a manifold existence. They are both complex biochemical information
processing entities and mechanical objects that live within mechanically active
environments. As our knowledge of the molecular mechanisms underlying
mechanosensation and mechanotransduction improves, these mechanical and
biochemical realities appear increasingly intertwined.
The crosstalk between mechanics and biochemistry is responsible for some of
the most remarkable characteristics of cellular materials [1]. This is perhaps most
apparent during developmental morphogenesis when forces generated by cells
working in concert re-shape tissues to give rise to complex three-dimensional
architecture. The accumulation of stress within a morphogenetically active tissue,
however, can carry significant risks. These include tissue fracture [2, 3], loss of
cellular integrity [4] and mitotic errors [5]. Perturbation experiments clearly
demonstrate the threat posed to epithelia during development. For example,
reduction of the strength of cell-cell adhesion can lead to mechanical failure and
the consequences of this are clear from the colourful names given to many of the
adherens junction components identified by their phenotype in the fly, such as
shotgun, bazooka, stardust, scribble and crumbs [6]. Similar disruptions can also
be observed in vertebrates [7]. Importantly, it is the tissues engaged in
morphogenesis that tend to fail because they are exposed to forces extrinsic and
intrinsic to the tissue [8]. Since epithelial sheets often act as barriers to separate
the organism from the outside world, these types of failure can have devastating
effects.
To guard against such risks, tissues have evolved a wide variety mechanisms
that help to limit the occurrence and consequences of mechanical failure. For
example, exposure of embryonic tissues to high stresses can lead to cell fusion,
a process that has been proposed to prevent tissue fracture [4, 9]. Mechanical
perturbations of tissues, however, vary vastly in time-scale - from the sub-second
twitches of muscles to slow embryonic growth, which can proceed over many
months. Here, we will discuss mechanisms that act over this broad range of time-
scales to maintain tissue homeostasis, exploring how cellularised tissues
respond to extrinsic force and deformation to guide their return to the preferred
mechanical state.
The material properties of living matter and the impact of rapid physical
perturbations
We first examine the fastest interactions and the most immediate responses and
then later examine progressively longer time-scales. An extreme example of a
rapid mechanical perturbation to a biological system is the strike of the Mantis
shrimp’s “club”. Moving at ~23 m/s, this hammer-like structure fractures the shells
of the clams and crabs on which the shrimp preys with forces of ~500 N, applied
over a fraction of a millisecond [10]. At such short time-scales, mechanochemical
signalling and genetic regulation are of no consequence. How then does the
predator protect itself from the impact of these strikes? The answer lies in the
material properties of the club itself [11]. Accordingly, the animal has evolved a
complex composite mineral armature which shields the club against crack
propagation [10-12].
Similarly, the immediate impact of sudden mechanical perturbations on any soft
animal tissues will be governed by their material properties. To a large extent,
this will be dictated by molecular assemblies such as the cytoskeleton and lipid
membranes. As a result, alterations in the mechanical properties and
organisation of these structures can lead to disease. Indeed, loss of a single
structural protein, Dystrophin, can mechanically weaken muscle cells and is a
likely cause of stress-dependent muscle degeneration in many cases of muscular
dystrophy [13].
Even at short time-scales (milliseconds to seconds), cellularised materials
display highly complex material properties which are still not fully understood.
The rapid redistribution of cytosol through networks of organelles and the
cytoskeleton at sub-second time-scales is thought to give rise to poro-elastic
behaviour (Fig. 1A) [14]. Then, over the course of seconds, scale-free power-law
rheology [15, 16], strain stiffening [17], and fluidisation [17, 18] are observed [19].
The complexity of these mechanical behaviours is hardly surprising given the rich
mechanical behaviour that can be observed in studies of even single isolated
cytoskeletal filaments exposed to mechanical perturbation [20, 21]. For instance,
the cyclic bending of a single microtubule gradually reduces its stiffness by
inducing flaws in the crystal lattice of tubulin heterodimers [22]. For filamentous
networks, the observed physical behaviours are, of course, even richer [23] and
their rheology strongly influences the mechanical behaviour of cells and tissues.
For example, Etienne et al. [24] recently showed that collective dynamics of actin
filaments and myosins enables the actomyosin cortex to instantaneously sense
and adapt to external changes in substrate stiffness.
Another immediate effect of a sudden mechanical perturbation is deformation of
the plasma membrane and the endomembrane system of the tissue’s cells. The
plasma membrane has a large elastic modulus but can only withstand 2-3%
stretch before lysis [25], so stretching causes high stress and risks rupture. To
avoid this, reserves of membrane are stored in folds that flatten upon stretch [26].
Conversely, when surface area is suddenly reduced, excess plasma membrane
forms tubules whose initial shape can be accurately predicted from physical
considerations [27].
Turnover of protein assemblies
At minute time-scales the turnover of proteinaceous structures that bear the load
of externally applied stress will function as a ubiquitous source of stress
dissipation (Fig. 1B) [28]. This is especially the case for the large-scale
cytoskeletal networks of filaments that connect cells to their environment. Here,
protein turnover will cause the network as a whole to adapt to the new
mechanical environment through the remodelling of stress-bearing structures [29].
This process can be actively enhanced by the action of associated motor
proteins [29, 30]. Although these fundamental features of animal cell biology
have diverse molecular origins, they surely act as a first line of defence against
the dangers of acute or prolonged stress by ensuring that internal stresses are
rapidly redistributed and relaxed.
Intermediate time-scale responses stem from cellular processes
Over longer periods of time, of minutes to hours, many of the behaviours that we
usually associate with living systems first become apparent. This is the time-
frame over which active cellular behaviours begin to play a role in stress
dissipation and in dealing with the consequences of changes in cell structure that
arise from an imposed deformation. So, for example, it is over the course of
minutes that the flaws in the crystal lattice of a microtubule subjected to cycles of
bending can self-heal through the incorporation of new tubulin heterodimers [22].
Accompanying the molecular events that occur at this time-scale are a wide
variety of cellular behaviours, all of which can function to regulate tissue stress.
These include cell neighbour exchange, cell division, cell fusion and cell
extrusion.
By exchanging neighbours, cells are able to translocate within an epithelium (Fig.
1C). Depending on the boundary conditions of the tissue, these rearrangements
can alter cell and tissue shape as well as local patterns of stress. The process
relies on the ability of cells to add or remove specific cell-cell interfaces via the
regulation of junction tension and adhesion [31-33]. In the best-studied examples,
a sophisticated developmental program polarises neighbour exchange events to
reshape the developing fly embryo [31, 33, 34]. However, neighbour exchange
can also be stimulated by forces external to a tissue, such as those induced in
the Drosophila wing disc by the constriction of the neighbouring wing hinge [35].
Recent studies suggest that neighbour exchanges induced by external forces
applied by neighbouring tissues may be a generic behaviour during development
[36, 37].
Cell division can have an effect analogous to neighbour exchange on tissue
stress (Fig. 1D) [4, 38]. It is sometimes assumed that division simply cuts the
mother cell mass in two. If this were the case, division would not necessarily
dissipate stress [4]. Rather, recent work has shown that the shape changes
taking place during mitotic rounding and anaphase elongation enable division to
redistribute the mother cell’s mass, causing a dilation along the axis of division
and a contraction in the perpendicular direction [38]. This makes the orientation
of division critical. In individual cells, it has long been known that divisions are
oriented along the long axis of interphase cell shape [39-41]. While the
mechanisms involved are not fully understood, extrinsically applied stress has
also been implicated [42]. In tissues, the application of an anisotropic strain
induces alignment of the cell long axes in the principal strain direction, leading to
oriented divisions that facilitate the flow of cellular material to dissipate stress,
eventually restoring isotropic cell shape [38]. The fact that divisions appear to
orient in response to stretch in many developmental systems suggests that this
may represent a generic mechanism [43-45].
The view that cell divisions form a central part of the mechanism underpinning
epithelial homeostasis is further supported by the well-established roles of
mechanical stress in altering the rate of cell cycle progression [46]. More recently,
Streichan et al. [47] re-examined the role of the G1-S-phase checkpoint that is
sensitive to spatial constraints, which triggers cell cycle progression if space
becomes available or if the tissue is stretched. In similar experiments, the
initiation of DNA replication in response to stretch has been shown to require the
nuclear translocation of Yap1 and β-catenin, together with intact extracellular 
Ecadherin adhesion, implying the action of mechanisms to directly sense and
react to stress or the resulting changes in cell shape [48].
Tissues can also respond to localized decreases in tension. For example, as a
consequence of a developmentally regulated process of tissue fusion, cells in the
midline of the developing fly notum experience local overcrowding. This leads to
cell extrusion (Fig. 1E), which over time restores normal cell packing and resting
tissue tension [49]. Similar effects have also been observed in mammalian
epithelia in response to a sudden increase in cell density [50].
Although the cell behaviours discussed here differ from one-another, they make
complementary contributions to mechanical homeostasis. For example, both
division and neighbour exchange are oriented processes, which alter cell shape
and tissue stress in comparable manners, allowing for the redistribution of
cellular material in response to an applied stress. Moreover, these cell-level
behaviours can compensate for one another. Thus, a failure of intercalation in fly
embryos is compensated by more extreme changes in cell shape [37], while the
misorientation of divisions during zebrafish epiboly leads to cell-cell fusion [4].
Cell fusion may represent a temporary short-term solution to avoid tissue rupture
(as seen following wounding in fly larvae [9]) but is puzzling as it can only
represent a short-term solution since it necessitates multinucleate cell clearance
at a later stage. Together, these cellular-scale processes can combine to give
rise to tissue flow [35, 51-53]. In the future, it will be important to understand why
one process is preferred over another in particular instances. However, the
observation that the final structure of the fly wing varies less than the relative
contributions of oriented division and neighbour exchange suggests that the
mechanisms are to some extent interchangeable [35].
Adaptation at long time-scales
The longest time-scales, of days to years, present a new set of challenges for
developing organisms. At the furthest end of the spectrum, an organism must
generate and retain its complex 3D form in the presence of gravity, whose
mechanical influence is felt through an entire lifetime. In soft vertebrate tissues
this feat is achieved, in part, via the establishment of an appropriate level of
constitutive actomyosin tissue tension under the control of YAP [54] - in the
absence of which animal bodies were found to sag and tissues misalign (Fig. 1F).
Since cellular tissues behave like viscous fluids over long time-scales, a
constitutive tension might be expected to drive flows to achieve a reduction in
surface area - transforming tissue structures into featureless balls. This can be
prevented, for example, by balancing constitutive tension with a preferred cell
shape, or by attaching tissues to less viscous structures, such as the
extracellular matrix or bone. In general, the combination of stable boundaries and
patterned tension generation can robustly guide tissue morphogenesis, as in the
Drosophila wing disc where patterned anchoring of the epithelium to the cuticle
serves such a purpose [35, 55].
Mechanosensation and Mechanotransduction: what are the relevant time-
scales?
The above discussion contains an omission. An important class of protective
adaptations to mechanical perturbations are responses that depend on
mechanically-initiated biomolecular signalling. This is a very active area of
research, which was pioneered by workers interested in hearing [56].
Mechanochemical triggers include the stress-induced opening of an ion-channel
[57] or the unfolding of stress-bearing proteins in the system [58, 59]. Such
mechanotransduction can stimulate the local reinforcement of focal adhesions
[58, 60-62] and adherens junctions [59, 63-66], which could function to protect
tissues from high levels of stress. As discussed above, however, in living cells
molecular turnover within force-bearing cellular substructures is almost
ubiquitous and will rapidly relax most stresses [3]. Thus, channel opening and
protein unfolding can only monitor stresses that arise at shorter time-scales than
molecular turnover, limiting their importance in many morphogenetic processes
(which act over periods of minutes to days) unless they are functioning as
components of a homeostatic system.
For this reason it remains unclear, for example, how a constant imposed stress
can trigger proliferation in surrounding cells via β-catenin signalling over the 
course of weeks and months [67]. One possibility is that stress is stored over
long time-scales in a less viscous structure than the cells, such as the
extracellular matrix. Cell shape deformation could also serve as a memory of an
applied force, lasting long after turnover has dissipated the initial stress. However,
as explained above, over a period of hours to days the processes of cell growth,
division, neighbour exchange and extrusion will tend to homeostatically restore
cell shape as well as remove tissue stresses.
Conclusion
In cellularised tissues, robust responses to a mechanical perturbation require the
action of appropriate homeostatic mechanisms at multiple time-scales. The
material properties of tissues must ensure resistance to fracture at short time-
scales and cellular processes such as division, neighbour exchange and
extrusion can remodel tissue shape over minutes and hours. The majority of any
imposed stress is likely to be rapidly dissipated by cytoskeleton turnover and
membrane dynamics, even if some stress may remain at long time scales [3, 38],
especially when stored in an extracellular material. This residual stress, along
with deformations of cell shape, may act to guide the restoration of tissue
homeostasis. Importantly, as we have argued here, although there is currently
great interest in the molecular machinery that translates force into a biochemical
signal at adhesion sites, this is likely to make only a small contribution to the
entire spectrum of responses that maintain mechanical tissue homeostasis. Thus,
understanding morphogenesis is challenging because it requires understanding
many processes with time- and length-scales spanning many orders of
magnitude (Fig. 1G). Distinguishing between the complex emergent physical
properties of living matter and the equally complex mechanoresponsive
behaviours of cells is crucial and presents an exciting challenge for the present
and future.
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“Special interest” papers:
(Pare and Zallen Nature 2014) In this study, the authors identify overlapping
stripes of three Toll family receptors as key regulators of intercalation during
Drosophila germband extension.
(Collinet and Lecuit NCB 2015) The authors demonstrate that tissue-scale
tension in the Drosophila embryo participates in orienting the elongation of newly
formed junctions, thereby contributing to intercalation and germband extension.
(Bardet and Bellaiche Dev. Cell 2013) This study identifies the tumour
suppressor PTEN as a regulator of junctional lengthening following cell
neighbour exchange in the Drosophila wind disc. Without PTEN, myosin remains
at junctions causing them to contract rather than stabilise.
(Etournay and Eaton eLife 2015) The authors investigate the role of intrinsically
and extrinsically generated tension in shaping the developing Drosophila wing
and reveal a role for patterned extra-cellular matrix adhesions.
(Porazinski and Heisenberg Nature 2015) A medaka fish mutant reveals the role
of constitutive tension in forming shape and aligning tissues against the force of
gravity.
(Campinho and Heisenberg NCB 2013) The authors show that divisions oriented
along the principal axis of tension during epiboly in the zebrafish embryo act to
reduce tension anisotropy and prevent cell fusions.
(Wyatt PNAS 2015) The authors demonstrate that cell divisions in a stretched
epithelial monolayer are oriented with the cell shape and act to redistribute the
mother cell mass and restore cell shape.
(Streichan and Hufnagel PNAS 2014) The authors apply stretch to MDCK
monolayers via a stretchable substrate and find a G1-S phase checkpoint
regulated by spatial constraints.
Figure legends
Figure 1. Mechanisms of tissue mechanical homeostasis act over a
spectrum of time-scales. (A) The poroelastic response of cells and tissues
arises from cytosol redistribution through a dense meshwork of cytoplasmic
fibres (red) and organelles (yellow). (B) Turnover and disassembly of stress
bearing structures due to the unbinding of proteins leads to a relaxation of stress.
(C) Cell neighbour exchange, via the removal and addition of cell-cell junctions,
can alter tissue stress patterns as well as cell and tissue shape. (D) Oriented cell
divisions relax stress along the orientation of division and can help restore cell
shape after an anisotropic stretch. (E) Cells can be extruded from a tissue,
thereby reducing cell density in response to compression or overcrowding. (F)
Constitutive tissue tension is important for generating and maintaining form over
long time-scales and against the force of gravity. (G) Different mechanisms of
mechanical homeostasis act over a large range of time-scales.
